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Abstract. We present various generalizations of the Dirac formalism.
The different-parity solutions of the Weinberg’s 2(2J + 1)-component equa-
tions are found. On this basis, generalizations of the Bargmann-Wigner (BW)
formalism are proposed. Relations with modern physics constructs are dis-
cussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this work I am going to discuss the following matters:
• Generalizations of the Dirac equation. Why? Who? How far?
• The theory in the (J, 0) ⊕ (0, J) representation of the Lorentz group (the Weinberg
2(2J + 1) theory).
• A lot of antisymmetric tensor (AST) fields. The Proca theory is generalized.
• (The standard Bargmann-Wigner (2J+1)-formalism). ⇔ (The Proca-Duffin-Kemmer
formalism.)
• (Modifications of the Bargmann-Wigner formalism.) ⇔ (Modifications of the Proca
theory.)
• Conclusions. What further?
What is the purpose of my research? I am sure that the modern physics constructs have
much deeper relations with the space-time and discrete symmetries than it was believed
before.
∗Some parts of this work have been presented at the Second International Workshop ”Graphs-
Operads-Logic, Parallel Computation, Mathematical Physics”, May 6-16, 2002, FESC-UNAM,
Cuautitla´n, Me´xico and the 6th International Conference on Clifford Algebras and Their Applica-
tions in Mathematical Physics, May 20-25, 2002, Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville,
TN, USA.
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II. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE DIRAC FORMALISM
First of all, I am going to present some preliminary material (perhaps, not so known as
it deserves). The equations below can be derived from the first principles and they are used
for modifications of the Bargmann-Wigner formalism.
A. The Tokuoka-Sen Gupta-Fushchich formalism
It is based on the equation [1–4]:
[iγµ∂µ +m1 +m2γ
5]Ψ = 0 (1)
• If m21 6= m22 it was claimed [1] that this is simply the change of the representation of
γ’s.
• Physical consequences are:
1. The equation can describe bradyonic, massless and tachyonic particles depending
on the choice of the parameters m1 and m2, ref. [3].
2. The equation we get under the charge conjugation operation is not the same
equation; the sign before γ5 term is changed to the opposite one [1], provided
that m1, m2 ∈ ℜe.
3. It is impossible to construct a Lagrangian unless we introduce the second field,
e. g., Ψc.
4. In the massless case the solutions are no longer eigenstates of the γ5 operator:
neither they are eigenstates of the helicity operator of the (1/2, 0) ⊕ (0, 1/2)
representation [1].
5. The commutation relations are quite unusual [2], e.g., for massless particles m1 =
±m2 one has {Ψσ,Ψcσ′} 6= 0, {Ψσ,Ψσ′} 6= 0, but {Ψσ,Ψσ′} = 0. However, even
in the massive case we can have nonlocality, i.e. the presence of the even Pauli-
Jordan function [5].
• Fushchich [6] generalized the formalism even further in 1970-72, and, in fact, he con-
nected it with the Gelfand-Tsetlin-Sokolik idea [7] of the 2-dimensional representation
of the inversion group.1
• I derived the above parity-violating equation [4] (and its charge-conjugate) by the
Sakurai-Gersten method from the first principles, see the Appendix A.
1This type of theories is frequently called the Wigner-type. However, the Wigner lectures turn
out to have been presented later (1962-64).
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B. The Barut Formalism
It is based on the equation [8,9]:
[iγµ∂µ + α2
∂µ∂µ
m
+ æ]Ψ = 0 . (2)
It was re-derived from the first principles in [10,11]. 2
• It represents a theory with the conserved current that is linear in the generators of the
4-dimensional representation of the O(4, 2) group.
• Instead of 4 solutions it has 8 solutions with the correct relativistic dispersion E =
±
√
p2 +m2i ; and, in fact, describes two mass states mµ = me(1 +
3
2α
), α is the fine
structure constant, provided that the certain physical condition is imposed on the α2
parameter [8].
• One can also generalize the formalism to include the third state, τ -lepton, see
refs. [8d,11].
• Barut also indicated the possibility of including γ5 term. For instance, the equation
can look something like this:
[iγµ∂µ + a + b✷+ γ
5(c+ d✷)]ψ = 0 , (5)
which cannot yet be factorized as a product of two Dirac equations with different
masses.
C. The Weinberg-Tucker-Hammer (WTH) Formalism
The basic principles of constructing the theory in the (J, 0)⊕(0, J) representation [12,13]
can be seen in Appendix B.
For spin 1 we start from
2The Ryder relation between zero-momentum left- and right- 2-spinors has been generalized [10]:
φhL(
◦
pµ) = a(−1)1/2−hei(ϑ1+ϑ2)Θ[1/2][φ−hL (◦pµ)]∗ + be2iθhΞ−1[1/2][φhL(
◦
pµ)]∗ . (3)
see for the notation therein. As a result, in the Majorana representation we have different equations
for real and imaginary parts of the field function:[
a
iγµ∂µ
m
+ b+ 1
]
Ψ1(x
µ) = 0 , (4a)[
a
iγµ∂µ
m
− b+ 1
]
Ψ2(x
µ) = 0 . (4b)
3
[γαβpαpβ + Apαpα +Bm
2]Ψ = 0 , (6)
where pµ = −i∂µ and γαβ are the Barut-Muzinich-Williams covariantly defined 6×6 matrices
given in Appendix B,
∑
µ γµµ = 0. The determinant of [γαβpαpβ + Apαpα + Bm
2] is of the
12th order in pµ. Solutions with E
2 − p2 = m2, c = h¯ = 1 can be obtained if and only if
B
A+ 1
= 1 ,
B
A− 1 = 1 . (7)
The particular cases are:
• A = 0, B = 1 ⇔ we have Weinberg’s equation for J = 1 with 3 solutions E =
+
√
p2 +m2, 3 solutions E = −√p2 +m2, 3 solutions E = +√p2 −m2 and 3 solutions
E = −√p2 −m2.
• A = 1, B = 2 ⇔ we have the Tucker-Hammer equation for J = 1. The solutions are
only with E = ±√p2 +m2.
So, the addition of the Klein-Gordon equation may change the physical content even on
the free level.
What are the corresponding equations for antisymmetric tensor field? Proca? Maxwell?
Recently we have shown [14,16] that one can obtain four different equations for antisym-
metric tensor fields from the Weinberg 2(2J +1) component formalism. First of all, we note
that Ψ is, in fact, bivector, Ei = −iF4i, Bi = 12ǫijkFjk,, or Ei = −12ǫijkF˜jk, Bi = −iF˜4i, or
their combination. One can single out the four cases:
• Ψ(I) =
(
E+ iB
E− iB
)
, P = −1, where Ei and Bi are the components of the tensor.
• Ψ(II) =
(
B− iE
B+ iE
)
, P = +1, where Ei, Bi are the components of the tensor.
• Ψ(III) = Ψ(I), but (!) Ei and Bi are the corresponding vector and axial-vector compo-
nents of the dual tensor F˜µν .
• Ψ(IV ) = Ψ(II), where Ei and Bi are the components of the dual tensor F˜µν .
The mappings of the WTH equations are:
∂α∂µF
(I)
µβ − ∂β∂µF (I)µα +
A− 1
2
∂µ∂µF
(I)
αβ −
B
2
m2F
(I)
αβ = 0 , (8a)
∂α∂µF
(II)
µβ − ∂β∂µF (II)µα −
A+ 1
2
∂µ∂µF
(II)
αβ +
B
2
m2F
(II)
αβ = 0 , (8b)
∂α∂µF˜
(III)
µβ − ∂β∂µF˜ (III)µα −
A + 1
2
∂µ∂µF˜
(III)
αβ +
B
2
m2F˜
(III)
αβ = 0 , (8c)
∂α∂µF˜
(IV )
µβ − ∂β∂µF˜ (IV )µα +
A− 1
2
∂µ∂µF˜
(IV )
αβ −
B
2
m2F˜
(IV )
αβ = 0 . (8d)
In the Tucker-Hammer case (A = 1, B = 2) we can recover the Proca theory from (8a):
∂α∂µFµβ − ∂β∂µFµα = m2Fαβ , (9)
4
(Aν =
1
m2
∂αFαν should be substituted in Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, and multiplied by m2).
We also noted [15] that the massless limit of this theory does not coincide in full with
the Maxwell theory, while it contains the latter as a particular case. In [17,18] we showed
that it is possible to define various massless limits for the Proca-Duffin-Kemmer theory.
Another is the Ogievetski˘ı-Polubarinov notoph (which in the US literature is called the
Kalb-Ramond field), ref. [19]. Transverse components of the AST field can be removed
from the corresponding Lagrangian by means of the “new gauge transformation” Aµν →
Aµν + ∂µΛν − ∂νΛµ, with the vector gauge function Λµ.
The second case is
∂α∂µFµβ − ∂β∂µFµα = [∂µ∂µ −m2]Fαβ . (10)
So, on the mass shell [∂µ∂µ −m2]Fαβ = 0, and, hence,
∂α∂µFµβ − ∂β∂µFµα = 0 , (11)
which rather corresponds to the Maxwell-like case. However, if we calculate dispersion
relations for the second case (11) it appears that the equation has solutions even if m 6= 0.
The interesting case is B = 8 and A = B − 1 = 7. In this case we can describe various
mass states which are connected by the relation m′
2
= 4
3
m2. One can get
∂α∂µFµβ − ∂β∂µFµα = −3(∂µ∂µ)Fαβ + 4m2Fαβ (originated from P = −1) , (12a)
∂α∂µFµβ − ∂β∂µFµα = +4(∂µ∂µ)Fαβ − 4m2Fαβ (originated from P = +1) . (12b)
If we consider ∂2µ = m
2, the first equation will give us only causal solutions with the mass
m which are compatible with the Proca theory; the second case reduces to (11).
Let us consider also ∂2µ = æm
2. If one does not want to have neither tachyonic solutions
nor old Proca-like solutions with m, one can find another possibility: set from the first
equation (4 − 3æ)m2 = 0 and, hence, æ = 4
3
. On using this value of æ in the second
equation we observe that the right-hand side comes to be equal
(4æ− 4)m2 = 4
3
m2 , (13)
i.e., this is the compatible solution with the mass m′
2
= 4
3
m2:
∂α∂µFµβ − ∂β∂µFµα = 4
3
m2 . (14)
Now we are interested in parity-violating equations for antisymmetric tensor fields. We
also investigate the most general mapping of the Weinberg-Tucker-Hammer formulation to
the antisymetric tensor field formulation. Instead of Ψ(I−IV ) we shall try to use now
Ψ(A) =
(
E+ iB
B+ iE
)
=
1 + γ5
2
Ψ(I) +
1− γ5
2
Ψ(II) . (15)
As a result, the equation for the AST fields is
∂α∂µFµβ − ∂β∂µFµα = 1
2
(∂µ∂µ)Fαβ + [−A
2
(∂µ∂µ) +
B
2
m2]F˜αβ . (16)
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Of course, Ψ(A)
′
=
(
B− iE
E− iB
)
= −iΨ(A), and the equation is unchanged. The different
choice is
Ψ(B) =
(
E+ iB
−B− iE
)
=
1 + γ5
2
Ψ(I) − 1− γ
5
2
Ψ(II) . (17)
Thus, one has
∂α∂µFµβ − ∂β∂µFµα = 1
2
(∂µ∂µ)Fαβ + [
A
2
(∂µ∂µ)− B
2
m2]F˜αβ . (18)
Of course, one can also use the dual tensor (Ei = −1
2
ǫijkF˜jk and B
i = −iF˜4i) and obtain
analogous equations:
∂α∂µF˜µβ − ∂β∂µF˜µα = 1
2
(∂µ∂µ)F˜αβ + [−A
2
(∂µ∂µ) +
B
2
m2]Fαβ , (19a)
∂α∂µF˜µβ − ∂β∂µF˜µα = 1
2
(∂µ∂µ)F˜αβ + [
A
2
(∂µ∂µ)− B
2
m2]Fαβ . (19b)
They are connected with (16,18) by the dual transformations.
The states corresponding to the new functions Ψ(A), Ψ(B) etc are not the parity eigen-
states. So, it is not surprising that we have Fαβ and its dual F˜αβ in the same equations. In
total we have already eight equations.
One can also consider the most general case
Ψ(W ) =
(
aF4i + bF˜4i + cǫijkFjk + dǫijkF˜jk
eF4i + fF˜4i + gǫijkFjk + hǫijkF˜jk
)
. (20)
So, we shall have dynamical equations for Fαβ and F˜αβ with additional parameters
a, b, c, d, . . . ∈ C. We have a lot of antisymmetric tensor fields here. However,
• the covariant form preserves if there are some restrictions on the parameters. Alter-
natively, we have some additional terms of ∂24 or ∇2;
• both Fµν and F˜µν are present in the equations;
• under the definite choice of a, b, c, d . . . the equations can be reduced to the above
equations for the tensor Hµν and its dual:
Hµν = c1Fµν + c2F˜µν + c3
2
ǫµναβFαβ +
c4
2
ǫµναβF˜αβ ; (21)
• the parity properties of ΨW are very complicated.
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D. The Bargmann-Wigner Formalism
The way for constructing equations of high-spin particles has been given in [20,21].
However, they claimed explicitly that they constructed (2J+1) states (the Weinberg-Tucker-
Hammer theory has essentially 2(2J + 1) components). In this subsection we present the
standard Bargmann-Wigner formalism for J = 1:
[iγµ∂µ +m]αβ Ψβγ = 0 , (22a)
[iγµ∂µ +m]γβ Ψαβ = 0 , (22b)
If one has
Ψ{αβ} = (γµR)αβAµ + (σµνR)αβFµν , (23)
with
R = eıϕ
(
Θ 0
0 −Θ
)
Θ =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
(24)
in the spinorial representation of γ-matrices we obtain the Duffin-Proca-Kemmer equations:
∂αFαµ =
m
2
Aµ , (25a)
2mFµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ . (25b)
(In order to obtain this set one should add the equations (22a,22b) and compare functional
coefficients before the corresponding commutators, see [21]). After the corresponding re-
normalization Aµ → 2mAµ, we obtain the standard textbook set:
∂αFαµ = m
2Aµ , (26a)
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ . (26b)
It gives the equation (9) for the antisymmetric tensor field. How can one obtain other
equations following the Weinberg-Tucker-Hammer approach?
The recipe for the third equation is simple: use, instead of (σµνR)Fµν , another symmetric
matrix (γ5σµνR)Fµν , see [22] and Appendix C. And what about the second and the fourth
equations? One can modify the Dirac equation and form the direct product Ψαβ = Ψα⊗Ψcβ,
see [16]. So, I suggest:
• by means of specific similarity transformation, see above and [1]:
[iγµ∂µ +m]Ψ = 0⇒ [iγµ∂µ +m1 +m2γ5]Ψ = 0 ; (27)
• to use the Barut extension too:
[iγµ∂µ +m]Ψ = 0⇒ [iγµ∂µ + a∂µ∂µ
m
+ æ]Ψ = 0 . (28)
In such a way we can enlarge the set of possible states.
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III. MODIFIED BARGMANN-WIGNER FORMALISM
We begin with
[iγµ∂µ + a− b✷+ γ5(c− d✷)]αβ Ψβγ = 0 , (29a)
[iγµ∂µ + a− b✷− γ5(c− d✷)]αβ Ψγβ = 0 , (29b)
✷ is the d’Alembertian. Thus, we obtain the Proca-like equations:
∂νAλ − ∂λAν − 2(a+ b∂µ∂µ)Fνλ = 0 , (30a)
∂µFµλ =
1
2
(a+ b∂µ∂µ)Aλ +
1
2
(c+ d∂µ∂µ)A˜λ , (30b)
A˜λ is the axial-vector potential (analogous to that used in the Duffin-Kemmer set for J = 0).
Add‘itional constraints are:
i∂λAλ + (c+ d∂µ∂µ)φ˜ = 0 , (31a)
ǫµλæτ∂µFλæ = 0 , (31b)
(c+ d∂µ∂µ)φ = 0 . (31c)
The spin-0 Duffin-Kemmer equations are:
(a+ b∂µ∂µ)φ = 0 , (32a)
i∂µA˜µ − (a+ b∂µ∂µ)φ˜ = 0 , (32b)
(a+ b ∂µ∂µ)A˜ν + (c+ d ∂µ∂µ)Aν + i(∂ν φ˜) = 0 . (32c)
The additional constraints are:
∂µφ = 0 (33a)
∂νA˜λ − ∂λA˜ν + 2(c+ d∂µ∂µ)Fνλ = 0 . (33b)
In such a way the spin states are mixed through the 4-vector potentials. For higher-spin
equations similar calculations and conclusions have been reached by M. Moshinsky et al. [23]
and S. Kruglov [24]. After elimination of the 4-vector potentials we obtain the equation for
the AST field of the second rank:
[∂µ∂νFνλ − ∂λ∂νFνµ] +
[
(c2 − a2)− 2(ab− cd)∂µ∂µ + (d2 − b2)(∂µ∂µ)2
]
Fµλ = 0 , (34)
which should be compared with our previous equations which follow from the Weinberg-like
formulation. Just put:
c2 − a2 ⇒ −Bm
2
2
, c2 − a2 ⇒ +Bm
2
2
, (35a)
−2(ab− cd)⇒ A− 1
2
, +2(ab− cd)⇒ A+ 1
2
, (35b)
b = ±d . (35c)
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(The latter condition serves in order to exclude terms ∼ ✷2). Of course, these sets of
algebraic equations have solutions in terms A and B. We found them and restored the
equations:
[∂µ∂νFνλ − ∂λ∂νFνµ]− A+ 1
2
∂ν∂νFµλ +
B
2
m2Fµλ = 0 (36)
and
[∂µ∂νFνλ − ∂λ∂νFνµ] + A− 1
2
∂ν∂νFµλ − B
2
m2Fµλ = 0 (37)
Thus, the procedure which we carried out is the following: The Modified Bargmann-Wigner
formalism → The AST field equations → The Weinberg-Tucker-Hammer approach.
The parity violation and the spin mixing are intrinsic possibilities of the Proca-like
theories. One can go in a different way: instead of modifying the equations, consider the
spin basis rotations. In the helicity basis we have (see also [25,26], where it was claimed
explicitly that helicity states cannot be parity eigenstates):
ǫµ(p, λ = +1) =
1√
2
eiφ
p
(
0, pxpz−ipyp√
p2x+p
2
y
, pypz+ipxp√
p2x+p
2
y
,−
√
p2x + p
2
y
)
, (38a)
ǫµ(p, λ = −1) = 1√
2
e−iφ
p
(
0, −pxpz−ipyp√
p2x+p
2
y
, −pypz+ipxp√
p2x+p
2
y
,+
√
p2x + p
2
y
)
, (38b)
ǫµ(p, λ = 0) =
1
m
( p,−Ep px,−Ep py,−Ep pz ) , (38c)
ǫµ(p, λ = 0t) =
1
m
(E,−px,−py,−pz ) . (38d)
and
E(p, λ = +1) = − iEpz√
2ppl
p− E√
2pl
p˜, B(p, λ = +1) = − pz√
2pl
p+
ip√
2pl
p˜, (39a)
E(p, λ = −1) = + iEpz√
2ppr
p− E√
2pr
p˜∗, B(p, λ = −1) = − pz√
2pr
p− ip√
2pr
p˜∗, (39b)
E(p, λ = 0) =
im
p
p, B(p, λ = 0) = 0, (39c)
with p˜ =

 py−px
−ip

. See Appendix D for the 4-potentials and fields in the more common
(parity) basis.
In fact, there are several modifications of the BW formalism. Thanks to Professor Z.
Oziewicz I came to the following set:
[iγµ∂µ + ǫ1m1 + ǫ2m2γ5]αβ Ψβγ = 0 , (40a)
[iγµ∂µ + ǫ3m1 + ǫ4m2γ5]αβ Ψγβ = 0 , (40b)
where ǫi are the sign operators. So, at first sight, we have 16 possible combinations for the
AST fields. First, we come to
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[iγµ∂µ +m1A1 +m2A2γ5]αβ {(γλR)βγAλ + (σλæR)βγFλæ}+
+ [m1B1 +m2B2γ5]
{
Rβγϕ+ (γ5R)βγφ˜+ (γ5γλR)βγA˜λ
}
= 0 , (41a)
[iγµ∂µ +m1A1 +m2A2γ5]γβ {(γλR)αβAλ + (σλæR)αβFλæ} −
− [m1B1 +m2B2γ5]
{
Rαβϕ+ (γ5R)αβφ˜+ (γ5γλR)αβA˜λ
}
= 0 , (41b)
where A1 =
ǫ1+ǫ3
2
, A2 =
ǫ2+ǫ4
2
, B1 =
ǫ1−ǫ3
2
, and B2 =
ǫ2−ǫ4
2
. Thus for spin 1 we have
∂µAλ − ∂λAµ + 2m1A1Fµλ + im2A2ǫαβµλFαβ = 0 , (42a)
∂λFæλ − m1
2
A1Aæ − m2
2
B2A˜æ = 0 , (42b)
with constraints
−i∂µAµ + 2m1B1φ+ 2m2B2φ˜ = 0 , (43a)
iǫµνæλ∂µFνæ −m2A2Aλ −m1B1A˜λ = 0 , (43b)
m1B1φ˜+m2B2φ = 0 . (43c)
If we remove Aλ and A˜λ from this set, we come to the final results for the AST field.
Actually, we have twelve equations (another four equations coincide with some of those
indicated below):
(I) : ∂µAλ − ∂λAµ + 2im2F˜µλ = 0 , (44a)
∂λFλæ = 0 ; (44b)
(II) : ∂µAλ − ∂λAµ + 2m1Fµλ = 0 , (45a)
∂λFλæ +
m1
2
Aæ − m2
2
A˜æ = 0 ; (45b)
(III) : ∂µAλ − ∂λAµ − 2m1Fµλ − 2im2F˜µλ = 0 , (46a)
∂λFλæ − m1
2
Aæ = 0 ; (46b)
(IV ) : ∂µAλ − ∂λAµ − 2im2F˜µλ = 0 , (47a)
∂λFλæ = 0 ; (47b)
(V ) : ∂µAλ − ∂λAµ − 2m1Fµλ = 0 , (48a)
∂λFλæ − m1
2
Aæ +
m2
2
A˜æ = 0 ; (48b)
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(V I) : ∂µAλ − ∂λAµ − 2m1Fµλ = 0 , (49a)
∂λFλæ − m1
2
Aæ − m2
2
A˜æ = 0 ; (49b)
(V II) : ∂µAλ − ∂λAµ + 2m1Fµλ + 2im2F˜µλ = 0 , (50a)
∂λFλæ +
m1
2
Aæ = 0 ; (50b)
(V III) : ∂µAλ − ∂λAµ + 2m1Fµλ = 0 , (51a)
∂λFλæ +
m1
2
Aæ +
m2
2
A˜æ = 0 ; (51b)
(IX) : ∂µAλ − ∂λAµ = 0 , (52a)
∂λFλæ +
m2
2
A˜æ = 0 ; (52b)
(X) : ∂µAλ − ∂λAµ + 2m1Fµλ − 2im2F˜µλ = 0 , (53a)
∂λFλæ +
m1
2
Aæ = 0 ; (53b)
(XI) : ∂µAλ − ∂λAµ − 2m1Fµλ + 2im2F˜µλ = 0 , (54a)
∂λFλæ − m1
2
Aæ = 0 ; (54b)
(XII) : ∂µAλ − ∂λAµ = 0 , (55a)
∂λFλæ − m2
2
A˜æ = 0 . (55b)
In the general case we obtain the equation where both Fµν and its dual F˜µν present, as
above we obtain from the WTH formalism
m1B1
m21A1B1 −m22A2B2
[∂µ∂æFæλ − ∂λ∂æFæµ]+ (56)
+
im2B2
m21A1B1 −m22A2B2
[∂µ∂æF˜æλ − ∂λ∂æF˜æµ] = m1A1Fµλ + im2A2F˜µλ (57)
One can go even further. One can use the Barut equations for the BW input. So, we can get
16 × 16 combinations (depending on the eigenvalues of the corresponding sign operators),3
and we have different eigenvalues of masses due to ∂2µ = æm
2.
3Some of them can coincide each other.
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What is their physical sense? Why do I think that the shown arbitrarieness of equations
for the AST fields is related to 1) spin basis rotations; 2) the choice of normalization? In the
common-used basis the three 4-potentials have parity eigenvalues −1 and one time-like (or
spin-0 state), +1; the fields E and B have also definite parity properties in this basis. If we
transfer to other basis, e.g., to the helicity basis we can see that the 4-vector potentials and
the corresponding fields are superpositions of the vector and the axial-vector. Of course,
they can be expanded in the fields in the “old” basis. We are going to investigate this
surprising fact in other publications.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
• The addition of the Klein-Gordon equation to the (J, 0)⊕ (0, J) equations may change
physical content even on the free level.
• In the (1/2, 0)⊕ (0, 1/2) representation it is possible to introduce the parity-violating
frameworks.
• We found the mappings between the Weinberg-Tucker-Hammer formalism for J = 1
and the AST fields of the 2nd rank of at least eight types. Four of them include both
Fµν and F˜µν , which tells us that the parity violation may occur during the study of
the corresponding dynamics.
• If we want to take into account the J = 1 solutions with different parity properties, the
Bargmann-Wigner (BW), the Proca and the Duffin-Kemmer-Petiau (DKP) formalisms
are to be generalized.
• We considered the most general case, introducing eight scalar parameters. In order
to have covariant equations for the AST fields, one should impose constraints on the
corresponding parameters.
• It is possible to get solutions with mass splitting.
• We found the 4-potentials and fields in the helicity basis. They have different parity
properties comparing with the standard (“parity”) basis (cf. [25,26]).
• The discussion induced us to generalize the BW, the Proca and the Duffin-Kemmer-
Petiau formalisms. Higher-spin equations may actually describe various spin, mass,
helicity and parity states. The states of different parity, helicity, and mass may be
present in the same equation.
• On the basis of generalizations of the BW formalism, finally, we obtained twelve equa-
tions for the AST fields.
• A hypothesis was presented that the obtained results are related to the spin basis
rotations and to the choice of normalization.
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APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF THE GENERALIZED DIRAC EQUATION
I use the following equation for the two-component spinor wave function [27]:
(E2 − c2p 2)I(2)Ψ =
[
EI(2) − cp · σ
] [
EI(2) + cp · σ
]
Ψ = µ22c
4Ψ . (58)
One can define two-component ‘right’ and ‘left’ wave functions
φR =
1
µ1c
(ih¯
∂
∂x0
− ih¯σ ·∇)Ψ, φL = Ψ (59)
with an additional mass parameter µ1. In such a way we come to the set of equations
(ih¯
∂
∂x0
+ ih¯σ ·∇)φR = µ
2
2c
µ1
φL , (60a)
(ih¯
∂
∂x0
− ih¯σ ·∇)φL = µ1cφR , (60b)
which can be written in the 4-component form:
(
ih¯(∂/∂x0) ih¯σ ·∇
−ih¯σ ·∇ −ih¯(∂/∂x0)
)(
ψA
ψB
)
=
c
2
(
(µ22/µ1 + µ1) (−µ22/µ1 + µ1)
(−µ22/µ1 + µ1) (µ22/µ1 + µ1)
)(
ψA
ψB
)
(61)
for the function ψ = column(φR + φL φR − φL). The equation (61) can be written in the
covariant form (as one can see, the standard representation of γµ matrices was used here):
[
iγµ∂µ +
µ22c
µ1h¯
(1− γ5)
2
+
µ1c
h¯
(1 + γ5)
2
]
ψ = 0 . (62)
If µ1 = µ2 we can recover the standard Dirac equation. As noted in ref. [1] this procedure
can be viewed as simply changing the representation of γµ matrices (unless µ1 6= 0, µ2 6= 0).
It is interesting that we also can repeat this procedure for the definition (or even more
general):
φL =
1
µ3c
(ih¯
∂
∂x0
+ ih¯σ ·∇)Ψ, φR = Ψ (63)
since in the two-component equation the parity properties of the two-component spinor are
undefined. The resulting equation is
[
iγµ∂µ +
µ24c
µ3h¯
(1 + γ5)
2
+
µ3c
h¯
(1− γ5)
2
]
ψ˜ = 0 . (64)
The above procedure can be generalized to any Lorentz group representation, i. e., to any
spin.
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APPENDIX B. WEINBERG 2(2J + 1)-COMPONENT FORMALISM
I reviewed the Weinberg 2(2J+1)-component formalism in ref. [13]. I found the following
postulates [12]:
• The fields transform according to the formula:
U [Λ, a]Ψn(x)U
−1[Λ, a] =
∑
m
Dnm[Λ
−1]Ψm(Λx+ a) , (65)
where Dnm[Λ] is some representation of Λ; x
µ → Λµ ν xν+aµ, and U [Λ, a] is a unitary
operator.
• For (x− y) spacelike one has
[Ψn(x),Ψm(y)]± = 0 (66)
for fermion and boson fields, respectively.
• The interaction Hamiltonian density is said by S. Weinberg to be scalar, and it is con-
structed out of the creation and annihilation operators for the free particles described
by the free Hamiltonian H0.
• The S-matrix is constructed as an integral of the T -ordering product of the interaction
Hamiltonians by Dyson’s formula.
Weinberg wrote: “In order to discuss theories with parity conservation it is convenient
to use 2(2J + 1)-component fields, like the Dirac field. These do obey field equations,
which can be derived as. . . consequences of (65,66).” 4 In such a way he proceeds to form the
2(2J + 1)-component object
Ψ =
(
Φσ
Ξσ
)
transforming according to the Wigner rules. They are the following ones:
Φσ(p) = exp(+Θ pˆ · J)Φσ(0) , (67a)
Ξσ(p) = exp(−Θ pˆ · J)Ξσ(0) (67b)
from the zero-momentum frame. Θ is the boost parameter, tanh Θ = |p|/E, pˆ = p/|p|,
p is the 3-momentum of the particle, J is the angular momentum operator. For a given
representation the matrices J can be constructed. In the Dirac case (the (1/2, 0)⊕ (0, 1/2)
representation) J = σ/2; in the J = 1 case (the (1, 0)⊕ (0, 1) representation) we can choose
(Ji)jk = −iǫijk, etc. Hence, we can explicitly calculate (67a,67b), see J = 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2 cases
in the Table (cf. ref. [33]):
4In the (2J+1) formalism, fields obey only the Klein-Gordon equation, according to the Weinberg
wisdom.
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Spin 0 1
Spin 1/2 [E +m± σ · p]/[2m(E +m)]1/2
Spin 1 [m(E +m)± (E +m)(J · p) + (J · p)2]/[m(E +m)]
Spin 3/2 [−(E+m)(E−5m)∓(2/3)(E−13m)(J·p)+4(J·p)
2±(8/3)(E+m)−1(J·p)3]
[32m3(E+m)]1/2
Spin 2 [m
2(E+m)2∓(1/3)(E−4m)(E+m)2(J·p)−(1/6)(E−7m)(E+m)(J·p)2±(1/3)(E+m)(J·p)3+(1/6)(J·p)4 ]
[m2(m+E)2]
The task is now to obtain relativistic equations for higher spins. Weinberg uses the
following procedure (see also [28,29]). Firstly, he defined the scalar matrix
Π
(j)
σ′σ(q) = (−)2jt µ1µ2...µ2jσ′σ qµ1qµ2 . . . qµ2j (68)
for the (J, 0) representation of the Lorentz group (qµqµ = −m2), with the tensor t being
defined by [12a,Eqs.(A4-A5)]. Hence,
D(j)[Λ]Π(j)(q)D(j) †[Λ] = Π(j)(Λq) (69)
Since at rest we have [J(j),Π(j)(m)] = 0, then according to the Schur’s lemma Π
(j)
σσ′ (m) =
m2jδσσ′ . After the substitution of D
(j)[Λ] in Eq. (69) one has
Π(j)(q) = m2j exp(2Θ qˆ · J(j)) . (70)
One can construct the analogous matrix for the (0, J) representation by the same procedure:
Π
(j)
(q) = m2j exp(−2Θqˆ · J(j)) . (71)
Finally, by direct verification one has in the coordinate representation
Πσσ′(−i∂)Φσ′ = m2jΞσ , (72a)
Πσσ′(−i∂)Ξσ′ = m2jΦσ , (72b)
if Φσ(0) and Ξσ(0) are indistinguishable.
5
As a result one has
[γµ1µ2...µ2j∂µ1∂µ2 . . . ∂µ2j +m
2j ]Ψ(x) = 0 , (73)
with the Barut-Muzinich-Williams covariantly-defined matrices [28,32]. For the spin-1 they
are:
γ44 =
(
0 11
11 0
)
, γi4 = γ4i =
(
0 iJi
−iJi 0
)
, (74a)
γij =
(
0 δij − JiJj − JjJi
δij − JiJj − JjJi 0
)
. (74b)
5Later, this fact has been incorporated in the Ryder book [30]. Truely speaking, this is an
additional postulate. It is also possible that the zero-momentum-frame 2(2J+1)-component objects
(the 4-spinor in the (1/2, 0)⊕(0, 1/2) representation, the bivector in the (1, 0)⊕(0, 1) representation,
etc.) are connected by an arbitrary phase factor [31].
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Later Sankaranarayanan and Good considered another version of this theory [32]. For the
J = 1 case they introduced the Weaver-Hammer-Good sign operator, ref. [33], m2 →
m2 (i∂/∂t)/E, which led to the different parity properties of an antiparticle with respect
to a boson particle. Next, Hammer et al [34] introduced another higher-spin equation. In
the spin-1 case it is:
[γµν∂µ∂ν + ∂µ∂µ − 2m2]Ψ(j=1) = 0 . (75)
In fact, they added the Klein-Gordon equation to the Weinberg equation.
Weinberg considered massless cases too. He claimed that there is no problem [12b] to
put m → 0 in propagators and field functions of the (J, 0) and (0, J) fields. But, there
are indeed problems for the fields of the (J/2, J/2)-types, e.g., for the 4-vector potential.
The Weinberg theorem says [12b,p.B885]: “A massless particle operator a(p, λ) of helicity
λ can only be used to construct fields which transform according to representations (A,B)
such that B − A = λ. For instance, a left-circularly polarized photon with λ = −1 can be
associated with (1, 0), (3/2, 1/2), (2, 1) fields but not with the 4-vector potential (1/2, 1/2),
at least until we broaden our notion of what we mean by Lorentz transformations”. He
indicated that this is a consequence of the non-semi-simple structure of the little group. In
his book [35, §5.9], he gave additional details of what he meant in the above statement.
Indeed, divergent terms of the 4-vector potential (λ = ±1; under certain choice of the
normalization) in the m→ 0 limit may be removed by gauge transformations, see Appendix
D.
APPENDIX C. ADDITIONAL FIELDS IN THE BARGMANN-WIGNER
FORMALISM
I noted [22] that it is possible to use another matrices in the expansion of the Bargmann-
Wigner symmetric spinor [20,21]. If
Ψ{αβ} = (γ
µR)αβ(camAµ + cfFµ) + (σ
µνR)αβ(cAmγ
5Aµν + cFFµν) , (76)
we have “new” Proca equations
cam(∂µAν − ∂νAµ) + cf(∂µFν − ∂νFµ) = icAm2ǫαβµνAαβ + 2mcFFµν (77a)
cam
2Aµ + cfmFµ = −icAmǫµναβ∂νAαβ − 2cF∂νFµν . (77b)
Other generalizations of the Bargmann-Wigner formalism have been presented therein and
in ref. [16].
APPENDIX D. FIELD FUNCTIONS IN THE MOMENTUM SPACE
The 4-potentials in the momentum space are [29,35,17,18] (the standard basis is used):
uµ(p,+1) = − N√
2m


pr
m+ p1pr
Ep+m
im+ p2pr
Ep+m
p3pr
Ep+m

 , uµ(p,−1) =
N√
2m


pl
m+ p1pl
Ep+m
−im + p2pl
Ep+m
p3pl
Ep+m

 , (78a)
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uµ(p, 0) =
N
m


p3
p1p3
Ep+m
p2p3
Ep+m
m+
p2
3
Ep+m

 , uµ(p, 0t) =
N
m


Ep
p1
p2
p3

 , (78b)
(pr,l = p1 ± ip2). The corresponding fields are:
B(+)(p,+1) = − iN
2
√
2m

−ip3p3
ipr

 = +e−iα−1B(−)(p,−1) , (79a)
B(+)(p, 0) = i
N
2m

 p2−p1
0

 = −e−iα0B(−)(p, 0) , (79b)
B(+)(p,−1) = iN
2
√
2m

 ip3p3
−ipl

 = +e−iα+1B(−)(p,+1) , (79c)
and
E(+)(p,+1) = − iN
2
√
2m


Ep − p1prEp+m
iEp − p2prEp+m
− p3pr
E+m

 = +e−iα′−1E(−)(p,−1) , (80a)
E(+)(p, 0) =
iN
2m


− p1p3
Ep+m
− p2p3
Ep+m
Ep − p
2
3
Ep+m

 = −e−iα′0E(−)(p, 0) , (80b)
E(+)(p,−1) = iN
2
√
2m


Ep − p1plEp+m
−iEp − p2plEp+m
− p3pl
Ep+m

 = +e−iα′+1E(−)(p,+1) , (80c)
where we denoted a normalization factor appearing in the definitions of the potentials
(and/or in the definitions of the physical fields through potentials) as N (it is usually to
be chosen equal to 1 for 4-potentials). The signs (±) refer to the positive- and negative-
frequency solutions, respectively.
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